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What do you do on the first day of class?



What does the research say about building 
relationships?

Greeting students at the door increases academic engagement by 20%

Introductions provide a way to communicate tone, trust, power (or its absence), 
approachability, and respect

Having a clear plan for day 1 helps set your desired tone and expectations



First Day Activities and Practices

Greet students at the door - studies show physical proximity helps                        
with relationship building and balances the idea of “power”

Introduce yourself and share your passion for the material

Give students a cognitive task related to an essential concept for the course

Discussion Point: Should you start with the syllabus? What are benefits or 
potential issues with doing so?



Small Class Strategies for Building Relationships

Learn names

Individualize feedback

Set small groups and rotate

Have students introduce each other

Discussion Point: What are other ways to engage students to build positive 
relationships?



Large Class Strategies for Relationship Building

Introduce yourself to a row rather than the entire class

Set the expectation by beginning with a cognitive, contextualized task

Intermix introductions with course-based activities

Have each row introduce themselves

Discussion Point: Is it possible to create relationships in large classes?



Points to Consider

● Will students understand what they are expected to learn?

● Will students feel motivated to participate in your class?

● Do students know how you will gauge their content mastery?
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